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This “lively and action-packed account” of the infamous Gran Sasso raid chronicles the Nazi
paratrooper operation that freed Mussolini (WWII History). As the Allied invasion tore through
Italy in the summer of 1943, Benito Mussolini was suddenly overthrown by his own people and
imprisoned on the remote Gran Sasso massif of the Apennine Mountains. But Adolf Hitler
quickly devised a plan to rescue his ally and friend. On September 12, a small convoy of Nazi
glider aircraft crash-landed near the mountain hotel where Mussolini was held. German
commandos poured out of the half-wrecked planes and quickly overwhelmed the hotel. “I knew
my friend Adolf Hitler would not abandon me,” Mussolini told his rescuers. One of the most
audacious commando operations of the twentieth century, the Gran Sasso raid was also the
culmination of a bizarre friendship between two of the century’s most infamous dictators. This
vivid narrative recounts the drama of this secret six-week operation and the disreputable
characters who pulled it off—including the raid’s leader, Otto Skorzeny.
Ireland 1963. As the Irish people prepare to welcome President John F. Kennedy to the land of
his ancestors, a German national is murdered in a seaside guesthouse. Lieutenant Albert
Ryan, Directorate of Intelligence, is ordered to investigate. The German is the third foreigner to
die within a few days, and Minister for Justice Charles Haughey wants the killing to end lest a
shameful secret be exposed: the dead men were all Nazis granted asylum by the Irish
government in the years following World War II. A note from the killers is found on the dead
German's corpse, addressed to Colonel Otto Skorzeny, Hitler's favorite commando, once
called the most dangerous man in Europe. The note simply says: "We are coming for you." As
Albert Ryan digs deeper into the case he discovers a network of former Nazis and
collaborators, all presided over by Skorzeny from his country estate outside Dublin. When
Ryan closes in on the killers, his loyalty is torn between country and conscience. Why must he
protect the very people he fought against twenty years before? Ryan learns that Skorzeny
might be a dangerous ally, but he is a deadly enemy.
SS-Obersturmbannführer Otto Skorzeny became a legend in his own time. 'Hitler's favourite
commando' acquired a reputation as a man of daring, renowned for his audacious 1943
mission to extricate Mussolini from a mountain-top prison. Skorzeny's influence on special
operations doctrine was far-reaching and long-lasting - in 2011, when US Navy SEALs
infiltrated Pakistan to eliminate Osama Bin Laden, the operational planning was influenced by
Skorzeny's legacy. Yet he was also an egoist who stole other men's credit (including for the
seminal rescue of Mussolini), brave and resourceful but also an unrepentant Nazi and a selfaggrandizing hogger of the limelight. Stuart Smith draws on years of in-depth research to
uncover the truth about Skorzeny's career and complex personality. From his background as a
student radical in Vienna, to his bloody service with the Waffen-SS on the Eastern Front, his
surprise rebirth as a commando, and his intriguing post-war career and mysterious fortune, this
book tells Otto Skorzeny's story in full - warts and all - for the first time.
Jacket subtitle: The Battle of the Bulge.
This book examines in unprecedented detail the advance of Germany's Army Group Center
through central Russia, toward Moscow, in the summer of 1941, followed by brief accounts of
the Battle of Moscow and subsequent winter battles into early 1942. Based on hundreds of
veterans' accounts, archival documents, and exhaustive study of the pertinent primary and
secondary literature, the book offers new insights into Operation Barbarossa, Adolf Hitler's
attack on Soviet Russia in June 1941. While the book meticulously explores the experiences of
the German soldier in Russia, in the cauldron battles along the Minsk-Smolensk-Moscow axis,
it places their experiences squarely within the strategic and operational context of the
Barbarossa campaign. Controversial subjects, such as the culpability of the German eastern
armies in war crimes against the Russian people, are also examined in detail. This book is the
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most detailed account to date of virtually all aspects of the German soldiers' experiences in
Russia in 1941.
The New York Times bestselling author returns with a tale as riveting and suspenseful as any
thriller: the true story of the Nazi plot to kill the leaders of the United States, Great Britain, and
the U.S.S.R. during World War II. The mission: to kill the three most important and heavily
guarded men in the world. The assassins: a specially trained team headed by the killer known
as The Most Dangerous Man in Europe. The stakes: nothing less than the future of the
Western world. The year is 1943 and the three Allied leaders—Franklin D. Roosevelt, Winston
Churchill, and Joseph Stalin—are meeting for the first time at a top-secret conference in Tehran.
But the Nazis have learned about the meeting and Hitler sees it as his last chance to turn the
tide. Although the war is undoubtedly lost, the Germans believe that perhaps a new set of
Allied leaders might be willing to make a more reasonable peace in its aftermath. And so a
plan is devised—code name Operation Long Jump—to assassinate FDR, Churchill, and Stalin.
Immediately, a highly trained, hand-picked team of Nazi commandos is assembled, trained,
armed with special weapons, and parachuted into Iran. They have six days to complete the
daring assignment before the statesmen will return home. With no margin for error and little
time to spare, Mike Reilly, the head of FDR’s Secret Service detail—a man from a Montana
silver mining town who describes himself as “an Irish cop with more muscle than brains”—must
overcome his suspicions and instincts to work with a Soviet agent from the NKVD (the
precursor to the KGB) to save the three most powerful men in the world. Filled with eight pages
of black-and-white photographs, Night of the Assassins is a suspenseful true-life tale about an
impossible mission, a ticking clock, and one man who stepped up to the challenge and
prevented a world catastrophe.
Military History and Collectibles; Otto Skorzeny only rose to the rank of Colonel in the SS, yet
is one of the best known and colorful figures of the Third Reich, in large part because of the
faith Hitler had in the tall Austrian engineer. Many books have been written about his career, to
include autobiographies, but before he died in 1975 he personally entrusted Bender Publishing
with the formidable task of producing the most detailed, up-dated and best illustrated version of
his incredible life story. A quarter of a century later, after painstaking research into the text and
a hunt for unpublished illustrations, the ultimate story of "Scarface" Skorzeny, "the most
dangerous man in Europe" and Hitler's "commando extraordinary" is finally available.
Complete with an exhaustive index, providing biographical details not found in the text, this is
likely to be the last word on this larger than life personality, one of the great characters of
World War II.
Top Secret Mission: The President suspends the laws of war. Use any means necessary to kill
Hitlers greatest commando, Otto Skorzeny. Skorzeny and a company of Nazi SS soldiers have
been transported back in time by Red China, tasked with murdering George Washington and
assassinating the Founding Fathers. Green Beret Colonel Bob Lake, two Marine snipers, a
beautiful intelligence expert, a Navy SEAL and an eccentric professor transport to Fort
Duquesne and the bloody French & Indian War. The hunt for the most dangerous Nazi
commando in history begins. If Skorzeny succeeds, the Thirteen Colonies will never unite as a
country. 20th Century Germany will win WW I and China will emerge as the sole superpower of
the 21st Century. Lake doggedly pursues the brilliant Colonel Skorzeny and his SS storm
troopers through the colonial period and across the American wilderness, desperate to save
the American Revolution. Through it all, deadly Indians threaten both the Nazis and the
American commandos.

Previously published: Conshohocken, PA: Combined Pub., 1998.
Het bizarre levensverhaal van SS'er Otto Skorzeny, die door sommigen 'de
gevaarlijkste man van Europa' werd genoemd.
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First Published in 2000. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa
company.
Het bizarre levensverhaal van SS'er Otto Skorzeny, die door sommigen 'de
gevaarlijkste man van Europa' werd genoemd. Stuart Smith schreef de biografie
van Otto Skorzeny, Hitlers favoriete commando. SS-Obersturmbannführer Otto
Skorzeny was in zijn eigen tijd al legendarisch. Hitlers favoriete commando
verwierf een reputatie als durfal en werd bekend om zijn missie in 1943 om de
gevangen Mussolini te bevrijden. Het was de eerste actie in een reeks van
spectaculaire special ops. Skorzeny’s werkwijze beïnvloedde de aanpak van alle
speciale operaties nadien – zoals bleek tijdens de eliminatie van Osama Bin
Laden in 2011 door US Navy SEALs. Maar Skorzeny was naast onverschrokken
en vindingrijk, vooral ook tot zijn dood in 1975 een overtuigde nazi en
nietsontziende killer.
Hitler's CommandoThe Daring Missions of Otto Skorzeny and the Nazi Special
ForcesSkyhorse Publishing, Inc.
Otto Skorzeny, Germany’s top commando in the Second World War, is one of
the most famous men in the history of special forces. His extraordinary wartime
career was one of high risk and adventure and here he tells the full story.
Skorzeny quickly proved his worth in Yugoslavia and then Russia. In 1942 he
was awarded the Iron Cross, and in April 1943 he was promoted to captain and
named “Chief of Germany's Special Troops, Existing or to be Created in the
Future.” When Mussolini was imprisoned in Italy in 1943, it was Skorzeny who
successfully led the daring glider rescue, winning the Knight’s Cross and
promotion as a result. Skorzeny’s talents were brought into play again when he
was sent to Budapest to stop the Hungarian regent Admiral Horthy from signing a
peace with Stalin in 1944. Now dubbed “the most dangerous man in Europe” by
the Allies he was awarded the German Cross in Gold. A few months later he took
a critical role in the Ardennes offensive with a controversial plan to raise a
brigade disguised as Americans with captured Sherman tanks. His captured
colleagues spread a false rumor that he was planning to assassinate
Eisenhower, who was consequently confined to his headquarters under guard for
protection. Skyhorse Publishing, as well as our Arcade imprint, are proud to
publish a broad range of books for readers interested in history--books about
World War II, the Third Reich, Hitler and his henchmen, the JFK assassination,
conspiracies, the American Civil War, the American Revolution, gladiators,
Vikings, ancient Rome, medieval times, the old West, and much more. While not
every title we publish becomes a New York Times bestseller or a national
bestseller, we are committed to books on subjects that are sometimes
overlooked and to authors whose work might not otherwise find a home.
Bestselling author Mark Frost makes a triumphant return to fiction with this
riveting World War II thriller, based on a shocking real-life German operation run
by "the most dangerous man in Europe." Fall 1944. Germany is losing, and the
Americans are starting to hope they'll be home for Christmas. Lieutenant Colonel
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Otto Skorzeny, "Hitler's Commando," famed for his daring rescue of the
imprisoned Mussolini, has just received orders for Operation Greif: He is to
assemble a new brigade of 2,000 men, all of whom speak English, and send
them behind Allied lines disguised as GIs, where they will wreak havoc in
advance of a savage new offensive. And from those men, Skorzeny is to select a
smaller group, made up of the twenty most highly skilled commandos fluent in
American culture, to attempt an even more sinister mission--the second
objective--which, if completed, not only would change the course of the war, but
would change the course of history. Filled with real characters and details only
recently released by the United States military, The Second Objective is historical
fiction at its most pulse-pounding, its most unpredictable, and its most
compulsively readable.
Beretning om Otto "Scarface" Skorzeny, en af Nazitysklands mest berømte og
dristige SS-officerer. Skorzeny var ekspert i ukonventionel krigsførelse og blev af
Hitler personligt benyttet til at planlægge og gennemføre kommandooperationer
bl.a. befrielsen af den italienske diktator Mussolini. Efter krigen spillede Scorzeny
en rolle i et af SS oprettet netværk, der hjalp undvegne nazister med at flygte til
lande, der var villige til at give dem asyl.
Otto Skorzeny, Germany’s top commando in World War II, is the most famous man in
the history of special forces. This book he tells the full story of the combat operations
that made him a legend. When Mussolini was imprisoned in Italy in 1943, it was
Skorzeny who successfully led the daring glider rescue. Skorzeny’s talents were
brought into play again in 1944 when he was sent to Budapest to stop the Hungarian
regent Admiral Horthy from signing a peace treaty with Stalin. Then dubbed the most
dangerous man in Europe by the Allies, he took a critical role in the Ardennes offensive
with a controversial plan to raise a brigade disguised as Americans with captured
Sherman tanks. His captured colleagues spread a false rumor that he was planning to
assassinate Eisenhower, who was consequently confined to his headquarters for
weeks. Skorzeny’s memoirs vividly depict commando action and are a classic of
special forces literature.
-- Personal story of Germany's top special forces man -- Details the rescue of Mussolini
Otto Skorzeny, Germany's top commando in World War II, is one of the most famous
men in the history of special forces. His extraordinary wartime career was one of the
high risk adventure. Among the exploits that earned him the reputation as "the most
dangerous man in Europe" were the rescue of Mussolini in 1943 and the capture of the
Hungarian regent Admiral Horthy just before he could sign a peace treaty with Stalin. In
this book Skorzeny tells the full story.
By early 1945, the destruction of the German Nazi State seems certain. The Allied
forces, led by American generals George S. Patton and Dwight D. Eisenhower, are
gaining control of Europe, leaving German leaders scrambling. Facing defeat, Adolf
Hitler flees to a secret bunker with his new wife, Eva Braun, and his beloved dog,
Blondi. It is there that all three would meet their end, thus ending the Third Reich and
one of the darkest chapters of history. Hitler's Last Days is a gripping account of the
death of one of the most reviled villains of the 20th century—a man whose regime of
murder and terror haunts the world even today. Adapted from Bill O'Reilly's historical
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thriller Killing Patton, this book will have young readers—and grown-ups too—hooked on
history. This thoroughly-researched and documented book can be worked into multiple
aspects of the common core curriculum.
1943: The tide of the War has turned against Hitler. Mussolini is deposed, imprisoned,
and hidden. A single commando leads gliders to the top of the highest peak in the
Apennines to rescue the Duce. October 1944: Hungary's Admiral Horthy is about to
defect to the Soviets. Hitler's man kidnaps Horthy's son, and advises him it's time to
"retire" if he ever wants to see his son again . December 1944: The Battle of the Bulge.
Hitler's favorite soldier, using 2,000 stolen American Army uniforms, leads a group of
English-speaking Germans behind enemy lines and wreaks havoc throughout the front.
That same man helps former SS members get to South America; becomes Juan
Péron's security chief and Eva Péron's secret lover; trains Arab forces and Yasser
Arafat for the next Israeli war; sells arms to both sides of wars throughout Africa; and
ultimately, as a Mossad agent, "takes out" the very group of nuclear scientists Egypt
recruited to destroy Israel! The same man, Otto Skorzeny, did all these things and
more. Unrepentant Nazi, this ultimate predator, the most dangerous man in the world,
lived more lives than a dozen James Bonds. International best-selling author Hugo N.
Gerstl, brings the life of this amazing hero/villain, now almost forgotten, back onto the
world's stage where, during the time he lived, he made the world a much more exciting
- and scary - place. Novels: Scribe (International Best Seller) - The Motherland Saga in
three volumes: Legacy, Emergence, and Coming of Age. The Motherland Saga is also
available in an Anthology Edition: Legacy - The Birth of Modern Turkey - The
Deathmaster - ChildFinders - Oldies But Goodies Show - Amazing Grace (International
Best Seller) - Billy Jenkins - Against All Odds (International Best Seller) - Assassin
(International Best Seller) - Arcade - The Wrecking Crew (International Best Seller) Skorzeny - Dancing With the Devil - Stalemate. - Coming Soon: The Good Brother The trial of Albert Goring - Set Rome Afire - The story of the First Pope John XXIII - The
Danube. ______________
This report is based on findings from newly-declassified decades-old Army and CIA
records released under the Nazi War Crimes Disclosure Act of 1998. These records
were processed and reviewed by the National Archives-led Nazi War Crimes and
Japanese Imperial Government Records Interagency Working Group. The report
highlights materials opened under the Act, in addition to records that were previously
opened but had not been mined by historians and researchers, including records from
the Office of Strategic Services (a CIA predecessor), dossiers of the Army Staff's
Intelligence Records of the Investigative Records Repository, State Dept. records, and
files of the Navy Judge Advocate General. This is a print on demand report.
SS-Obersturmbannführer Otto Skorzeny became a legend in his own time. 'Hitler's
favourite commando' acquired a reputation as a man of daring, renowned for his
audacious 1943 mission to extricate Mussolini from a mountain-top prison. Skorzeny's
influence on special operations doctrine was far-reaching and long-lasting – in 2011,
when US Navy SEALs infiltrated Pakistan to eliminate Osama Bin Laden, the
operational planning was influenced by Skorzeny's legacy. Yet he was also an egoist
who stole other men's credit (including for the seminal rescue of Mussolini), brave and
resourceful but also an unrepentant Nazi and a self-aggrandizing hogger of the
limelight. Stuart Smith draws on years of in-depth research to uncover the truth about
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Skorzeny's career and complex personality. From his background as a student radical
in Vienna, to his bloody service with the Waffen-SS on the Eastern Front, his surprise
rebirth as a commando, and his intriguing post-war career and mysterious fortune, this
book tells Otto Skorzeny's story in full – warts and all – for the first time.
Nancy Wake, nicknamed 'the white mouse' for her ability to evade capture, tells her
own story. As the Gestapo's most wanted person, and one of the most highly decorated
servicewomen of the war, it's a story worth telling. After living and working in Paris in
the 1930's, Nancy married a wealthy Frenchman and settled in Marseilles. Her idyllic
new life was ended by World War II and the invasion of France. Her life shattered,
Nancy joined the French resistance and, later, began work with an escape-route
network for allied soldiers. Eventually Nancy had to escape from France herself to
avoid capture by the Gestapo. In London she trained with the Special Operations
Executive as a secret agent and saboteur before parachuting back into France. Nancy
became a leading figure in the Maquis of the Auvergne district, in charge of finance and
obtaining arms, and helped to forge the Maquis into a superb fighting force. During her
lifetime, Nancy Wake was hailed as a legend. Her autobiography recounts her
extraordinary wartime experiences in her own words.
In the summer of 1942, following the invasion of Russia the previous year, Hitler's
'Brandenburger' commando units undertook a daring operation deep inside Soviet-held
territory. Disguised as members of Stalin's NKVD, the secret police dreaded by most
Soviet citizens and soldiers, the Brandenburgers passed unsuspected past the Red
Army's checkpoints, before launching their surprise operation to seize the vital Soviet
oil facilities around Maikop – delivering them intact into Nazi hands. Featuring specially
commissioned full-colour artwork, this expert assessment of the Maikop operation casts
new light on German special-forces operations on the Eastern Front.

Après avoir combattu sur le front russe, Otto Skorzeny entre dans les services
secrets. Hitler lui confie en 1943 la mission qui va le rendre célèbre : retrouver et
libérer Mussolini qui vient d'être renversé. L'opération spectaculaire qu'il monte
lui vaut immédiatement la confiance illimitée du Führer. Mais son histoire ne
s'arrête pas avec la guerre. Evadé en 1948 avec la bénédiction des Américains,
il met sur pied l'organisation Odessa, qui s'emploie notamment à protéger les
anciens SS. Dès lors, on le retrouve en Argentine aux côtés de Juan et Evita
Peron, en Egypte, structurant les forces militaires et policières de Nasser, ou
encore entraînant les premiers commandos palestiniens destinés à détruire
Israël. La première biographie de cet homme trouble au parcours sidérant.
The memoirs of the legendary Skorzeny appear here in its first unabridged
English edition. Skorzeny's fame began with the successful raid to free Benito
Mussolini from the Gran Sasso, Italy in 1943. His elite commandos surprised
Italian guards in a daring daytime raid. Hitler presented Skorzeny with the
Knight's Cross for this operation. Not only is this raid explained in minute detail,
many of Skorzeny's previously unknown operations in all European and Russian
theatres of World War II are given in detailed accounts. Operation Griffin - the
innovative use of German Kommandos dressed as American soldiers working
behind enemy lines - during the Ardennes Offensive in 1944 is given in-depth
coverage, as is Skorzeny's rememberances on the Malmedy massacre.
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Skorzeny also offers his insights into the mysterious Rudolf Hess mission to
England in May 1941, and offers a behind the scenes look at German and
Russian secret military intelligence, and the workings of Canaris and Gehlen.
Out of print for 9 years, this incredible story recounts the exploits of Hitler's
favorite commando, SS Col. Otto Skorzeny. From snatching Mussolini from an
"impenetrable" mountain to the rescue of a doomed German division in the
Balkans, here is the complete story of Skorzeny.
In The Skorzeny Papers, the author reveals the details of the post-World War II
activities of former SS Commando Otto Skorzeny. Considered by British and
American Allied forces as “the most dangerous man in Europe,” Skorzeny
planned and led numerous daring missions throughout the war. The story in this
book was extracted by Major Ganis from Skorzeny’s personal papers. The
evidence reveals that Skorzeny gradually and methodically became involved in
US intelligence and covert operations during the Cold War. But Skorzeny’s
network had a greater point of destiny in November 1963, when it was utilized to
carry out the most tragic mission in history. This story would have been lost had
Skorzeny not kept meticulous records of his businesses and contacts, which
were fronts for US covert activity. In the end, The Skorzeny Papers reveal the
intriguing web of secret organizations and people linked to the events culminating
in the assassination of President John F. Kennedy.
The untold inside story of the audacious Nazi plot to rescue il Duce from an Allied
prison. The operation to free Mussolini, who was being held prisoner in a high
mountain hotel on the summit of Gran Sasso, Italy, in September 1943, is without
a doubt one of the most spectacular operations not only of the Second World
War, but in all military history. German paratroopers, the Wehrmacht’s elite,
were responsible for organizing the rescue in record time, and executing a daring
and perfectly synchronized operation between land and airborne detachments.
Surprise and speed were the Fallschirmjäger’s main weapons, surprising the
Italian garrison guarding il Duce. For political reasons Otto Skorzeny, the clever
SS officer, also participated in the operation, leading a dozen of his commandos.
Propaganda and his connections with Himmler made him into the false hero of
the mission, over-emphasizing his role in the whole search and rescue operation.
Based on the testimony of several protagonists in this incredible operation, as
well as analyzing major documents (letters, reports by General Kurt Student, etc.)
and the abundant literature available on the subject, this book dismantles the
“Skorzeny Myth” and reveals the truth of what really happened in a mission that
even Churchill called “one of great daring.”
Otto Skorzeny, Germany’s top commando in the Second World War, is one of the
most famous men in the history of special forces. His extraordinary wartime
career was one of high risk and adventure and here he tells the full story.
Skorzeny quickly proved his worth in Yugoslavia and then Russia. In 1942 he
was awarded the Iron Cross, and in April 1943 he was promoted to captain and
named ‘Chief of Germany's Special Troops, Existing or to be Created in the
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Future’. When Mussolini was imprisoned in Italy in 1943, it was Skorzeny who
successfully led the daring glider rescue, winning the Knight’s Cross and
promotion as a result. Skorzeny’s talents were brought into play again when he
was sent to Budapest to stop the Hungarian regent Admiral Horthy from signing a
peace with Stalin in 1944. Now dubbed ‘the most dangerous man in Europe’ by
the Allies he was awarded the German Cross in Gold. A few months later he took
a critical role in the Ardennes offensive with a controversial plan to raise a
brigade disguised as Americans with captured Sherman tanks. His captured
colleagues spread a false rumour that he was planning to assassinate
Eisenhower, who was consequently confined to his headquarters for weeks.
"He was Hitler's favorite commando -- and a frightening menace to the Allied
forces. With a handful of German Special Troops, Otto Skorzeny performed the
impossible by snatching Mussolini from an 'impenetrable' mountain. He
astounded the world and gave a brilliant demonstration of the new warfare, which
extends beyond the lines of battle, beyond even the 'rules of war.' Here is the
inside story of the abduction of Horthy from Budapest, the 'disguised brigade'
behind American lines in the Ardennes, the destruction of the Nymegen bridge
and the incredible rescue of the 'doomed' German division in the Balkans. Here is
the complete and astounding saga of Skorzeny, the greatest adventurer of World
War II." -- Back cover.
War memoirs of the most dangerous man in Europe.
‘A bad reputation has its commitments.’ So wrote home Jochen Peiper from the
fighting front in the East in 1943, characterizing his battle-hardened command during
the Second World War. Peiper’s War is a new serious work of military history by the
renowned author Danny S. Parker which presents a unique view off the Second World
War as seen from a prominent participant on the dark side of history. The story follows
the wartime career of Waffen SS Colonel Jochen Peiper, a handsome Aryan prodigy
who was considered a hero in the Third Reich. Peiper had been Heinrich Himmler’s
personal adjutant in the early years of the war, and, having procured a field command
in Hitler’s namesake fighting force, the Leibstandarte Adolf Hitler, he become famous
for a flamboyant and brutal style of warfare on the Eastern Front. There, in his sphere,
few prisoners were taken, and motives of racial genocide were never far from unspoken
orders. Transferred to the west, Peiper’s battlegroup incinerated a tiny town in
Northern Italy and killed the village mayor and priest. Being well-connected to Himmler
and other generals of the period, Peiper finds a place in the narrative as a storied
witness to the inner workings of the Nazi elite along with other prominent SS officers
such as Kurt Meyer. In this meticulously researched work, we witness the apex and
then death spiral of Nazi military intentions as Peiper fights for Germany across every
front in the conflict. Peiper’s War provides a telling inside look at Hitler’s war and then
how the dark secrets of his security-minded command were improbably unearthed at
the end of the conflict by an obscure top-secret surveillance facility in the United States.
Handsome, intelligent, impetuous, and dedicated to the Nazi cause, SS Colonel Jochen
Peiper (1915–1976) was one of the most controversial figures of World War II. After
volunteering for the Waffen-SS at an early age, Peiper quickly rose to prominence as
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Heinrich Himmler’s ever-present personal adjutant in the early years of the war. Sent
later to the fighting front with the fearsome 1st SS Panzer Division, Peiper became a
legend for his flamboyant and brutal style of warfare. As one of Hitler’s favorites, he
was chosen to spearhead the Ardennes Offensive, later known as the Battle of the
Bulge. After the war, Peiper became the central subject in the bitterly disputed Malmédy
war crimes trial. Convicted but later released, he moved to eastern France. There, he
and his past were discovered, and he died in a fiery gun battle by killers unknown even
today. In Hitler's Warrior, historian Danny Parker describes Peiper both on and off the
battlefield and explores his complex personality. The rich narrative is supported by
years of research that has uncovered previously unpublished archival material and is
enhanced with information drawn from extensive interviews with Peiper's
contemporaries, including German veterans. This major new historical work is both a
definitive biography of Hitler's most enigmatic warrior and a unique study of the morally
inverted world of the Third Reich.
The SS was one of the most important institutions of Third Reich Germany, yet it is also
among the least well understood. From the end of 1935, the SS had control over all
police and internal security duties in Germany and the militarised Waffen SS had more
than eight hundred thousand men serving in the field, in direct rivalry with the traditional
German armed forces, the Wehrmacht. Making use of material not previously available,
this definitive book refocuses attention on and enhances understanding of the hardnosed political fanatics and opportunists who were responsible for one of the most
appalling crimes in human history, the attempted execution of the Jews of Europe.
In 1943, sixteen German paratroopers landed in England. In three days, they nearly
won the war . . . Discover The Eagle Has Landed, by international bestselling author
Jack Higgins, the ultimate WWII pageturner and one of the bestselling thrillers of all
time. In the early morning hours of 6 November 1943, SS Reichsfuhrer Heinrich
Himmler receives the coded message he has been waiting for: 'The Eagle has landed'.
Operation Eagle: Himmler's audacious plan to kidnap Winston Churchill on British soil
is underway in a remote corner of Norfolk. There, an elite unit is gathered. Ready to do
battle for a nation against the most ruthless task force ever assembled . . . First
published in 1975, The Eagle Has Landed is a classic tale of the ultimate act of wartime
treachery. This 45th anniversary edition celebrates Jack Higgins' novel as one of the
bestselling thrillers of all time. Praise for Jack Higgins: 'A thriller writer in a class of his
own' Financial Times 'Higgins is a master of his craft' Daily Telegraph 'A compulsively
readable storyteller' Sunday Express '100 per cent proof adventure' New York Times
Atomic Robo, a robot with automatic intelligence, battles a variety of villains.
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